
 
Sweet Summertime Layout 

By Tania Willis  
 

 
 

SS-102 Watermelon Hopscotch/Blue 
Skies (2 sheets) 
SS-106 Lime Stripe 
SS-135 Favorites Pieces Stickers 
SS-140 Fresh Verse Stickers 
SS-134 Journaling Cards 
SS-168 Chipboard Spinner Sticker 
SS-197 Jewel Stickers 

SS-279 Chipboard Shapes 
Paper Piercing Tool 
Scissors 
Foam Dimensional Squares 
Glue Dots 
Paper Trimmer 
(4) 2 ¼” square photos 
Green button 

 



 
 
Instructions: 
 
1. Cut a 1 ¼” x 12” strip from SS-106 Lime Stripe patterned paper. Adhere to the bottom 
edge of SS-102 Blue Skies patterned paper. 
 
2. Adhere red border phrase sticker from SS-140 Fresh Verse sticker sheet, aligning the top 
edge of the sticker with the top edge of SS-106 Lime Stripe patterned paper. 
 
3. Trim 2” off the right side of the grass border sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker 
sheet.  Adhere this 2” piece right-aligned just above the red border phrase sticker.  Adhere 
the remaining longer piece left-aligned.  You’ll have a ¼” gap—the chipboard tree will cover 
it. 
 
4. Remove the small red file tab sticker that says ‘summer’ from SS-140 Fresh Verse sticker 
sheet and trim out white corners.  Adhere to the top right side of the “Admit One” 
journaling card from SS-134 Journaling Cards pack by folding it over the top edge of the 
journaling card. 



 
 
5. Adhere the photos and five journaling cards from SS-134 Journaling Cards as 
represented on the layout making sure to align them in a column-like fashion. 
 
6. Adhere the chipboard tree from SS-279 Chipboard Shapes making sure the trunk of the 
tree covers the gap in the grass sticker. 
 
7. Adhere the red flower sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet to the ‘Summer’ 
journaling card using foam dimensional squares. 
 
8. Adhere the ‘Sweet Summertime’ sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet in the 
space just to the left of the chipboard tree. 
 



 
 
9. Adhere the large and medium-sized dragonflies from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet 
to the chipboard tree as shown.  The large dragonfly should be adhered using foam 
dimensional squares. 
 
10. Add small-sized dragonfly from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet to the journaling 
card in the second column from the left. 
 
11. Adhere SS-168 Chipboard Spinner Card in the upper left corner, column two. 
 
12. Adhere chipboard cloud from SS-279 Chipboard Shapes. 
 
13. Adhere cloud sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet. 
 



 
 
14. Adhere chipboard kite from SS-279 to top journaling card in the third column so that 
the kite tail overlaps the corner of your photo and ends up on the journaling block in 
column two. Add a medium-sized jewel from SS-197 Jewel Stickers to the center of each 
bow on the kite’s tail. 
 
15. Add ‘happy’ sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet overlapping the photo in 
column one.  
 
16. Add ‘smile’ sticker from SS-135 Favorite Pieces sticker sheet overlapping the photo in 
column four. 
 
17. Adhere two jewels from SS-197 Jewel Stickers to the right of the photo in column four. 
 
18. To create pinwheel: 

 Cut a 2” square from SS-102 Watermelon Hopscotch. 
 Poke a hole in the center of the square using a paper piercing tool. 
 From each corner cut toward the center stopping approximately ¼” from the pierced 

hole. 
 Place a large glue-dot in the center over the pierced hole. 
 Fold up the left corner of each triangle and adhere the point to the glue-dot. 
 Place another large glue-dot in the center over the triangle points. 
 Place a green button over the glue-dot. 
 Cover the buttonholes with small jewels from SS-197 Jewel Stickers. 
 Adhere the pinwheel to the lower right corner of the ‘Admit One’ journaling card. 



Note: For a visual on how to create the pinwheel, please watch the coordinating Training Reel 
on youtube.com 
 

 
 


